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DESCRIPTION OF TRANSACTION AND PUBLIC INTEREST STATEMENT 
 

I. Summary of the Transaction 
 

By this application, Banana Communications Ventures, LLC (“BCV”) and Cellular South 
Licenses, Inc. (“Cellular South”) (jointly, the “Parties”) seek Commission consent to an 
assignment of the following licenses in the Broadband Personal Communications Services (the 
“Subject Licenses”) by BCV to Cellular South: 

 
Call Sign 

 
Channel Block BTA No. Market Name 

KNLG237 F BTA085 Cleveland, TN  
KNLH650 F BTA102 Dalton, GA 

 
No partitioning of the market areas or disaggregation of spectrum is requested by the 

Parties. 
 
II. Background 
 

Facilities have been constructed and notices of satisfaction of the five-year construction 
requirement were timely filed as to both of the Subject Licenses and accepted by the Wireless 
Telecommunications Bureau as of April 10, 2002. At the present time there are no customers to 
be transitioned to Cellular South. 
 
III. Public Interest Statement 

 
 The proposed transaction is in the public interest. Cellular South is the nation’s largest 
privately-held wireless carrier and currently provides wireless services throughout Mississippi 
and in portions of Alabama, Tennessee and Florida. The proposed acquisition of the Subject 
Licenses will complement Cellular South’s February 1, 2010 acquisition of Corr Wireless 
Communications, Inc. (“CWC”) which provides wireless services in northern Alabama. Cellular 
South currently holds no cellular or Personal Communications Services (“PCS”) spectrum in the 
two counties that comprise the Cleveland, TN Basic Trading Area (“Cleveland BTA”) or the two 
counties that comprise the Dalton, GA Basic Trading Area (“Dalton BTA”).1 
 

                                                 
1 As shown in Exhibits 2 and 3 to this application, Cellular South holds 700 MHz licenses that encompass counties 
of the Cleveland BTA and the Dalton BTA. No facilities have been constructed as yet under those licenses while 
planning of Cellular South’s “4G” network continues.  
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 The Subject Licenses, in combination with the licenses held by its affiliate, CWC, will 
allow Cellular South to expand its “3G” regional service offering to include areas of Tennessee 
and Georgia without need for customers to acquire equipment that operates on frequency bands 
other than cellular and PCS. In the not too distant future as network technologies are unified with 
“LTE” equipment, the transaction will provide customers in southeast Tennessee and northwest 
Georgia with a much larger service area in the southeastern area of the United States without a 
need to roam onto the networks of other wireless carriers. Customers will be able to select from a 
wide range of service plans offered by Cellular South and avail themselves of Cellular South’s 
favorable terms for “in-network” calling.  
 
 Section 310(d) of the Communications Act of 1934, as amended (“the Act”), requires that 
the Commission determine whether the transaction presented herein is consistent with the public 
interest, convenience and necessity.2 As part of its public interest analysis, the Commission 
reviews whether the transaction will have anti-competitive effects and, if so, whether there are 
overriding public interest benefits that would support a grant. 

 
The Commission has determined that transfer and assignment applications that 

demonstrate on their face that a transaction will yield affirmative public interest benefits and will 
neither violate the Act or Commission rules nor frustrate or undermine policies and enforcement 
of the Act, do not require extensive review and expenditures of considerable resources by the 
Commission.3  The instant application meets this standard.4 

                                                 
2  Section 310(d) provides that “no construction permit, or station license, or any rights thereunder, shall 
be transferred, assigned, or disposed of in any matter . . . to any person except upon application to the 
Commission and upon finding by the Commission that the public interest, convenience, and necessity will 
be served thereby.”  47 U.S.C. § 310(d). 
 
3  See Applications of Tele-Communications, Inc. and AT&T Corp, 14 FCC Rcd 3160, 3170 (1999); 
Ameritech-SBC Order, 14 FCC Rcd at 14740-41. 
 
4  The Commission has emphasized that a detailed showing of benefits is not required for transactions 
where there are no anti-competitive effects.  The Commission stated in Applications of Southern New 
England Telecomm. Corp. and SBC Communications Inc., 13 FCC Rcd 21292, 21315 (1998), that, in the 
absence of anti-competitive effects, a detailed showing of benefits is not necessary in seeking approval of 
a merger.  Similarly, as the Commission stated in its approval of the SBC/Pacific Telesis merger, where it 
found that the merger would not reduce competition and that SBC possessed the requisite qualifications to 
control the licenses in question, “[a] demonstration that benefits will arise from the transfer is not . . . a 
prerequisite to our approval, provided that no foreseeable adverse consequences will result from the 
transfer.”  Applications of Pacific Telesis Group and SBC Communications Inc., 12 FCC Rcd 2624, 2626-
27 (1997); see also Comcast Cellular Holdings, Inc. and SBC Communications, Inc., 14 FCC Rcd 10604, 
10608-09 (WTB 1999). 
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 The transaction proposed between the Parties will not result in any violation of the Act, 
or any other applicable statutory provision.  The transaction fully complies with all Commission 
rules and regulations and requires no waivers. Accordingly, the proposed transaction does not 
frustrate or impair the Commission’s implementation, enforcement, or objectives of the Act or 
other statutes.   
 
 Finally, the Subject Licenses were initially granted by the Commission more than five 
years ago and, accordingly, are no longer subject to any restrictions on ownership or revenues 
based on designated entity status; therefore Commission approval of the application would not 
result in any unjust enrichment concerns.5 There is no outstanding FCC installment financing for 
the Subject Licenses. 

 
IV. Spectrum Aggregation and Competition Analysis 

 
 Exhibit 2 to this application indicates the spectrum holdings of Cellular South in the areas 
that are the subject of the instant application.  Cellular South’s spectrum holdings are well below 
the level the Commission would have allowed under its former spectrum cap rules and they do 
not approach the 95 MHz through 145 MHz spectrum screen recently employed by the 
Commission in its review of other transactions.6  
 

Cellular South does not presently operate and compete for customers in the Cleveland 
BTA or the Dalton BTA. As a result, Cellular South’s acquisition of the Subject Licenses will 
not cause any lessening of competition in the markets. Exhibit 3 to this application shows the 
current license holders and also all of the current providers of commercial wireless services in 
the markets. Under the circumstances, no competitive harm will result from assignment of the 

                                                                                                                                                             
 
5  See 47 C.F.R. § 1.2111. 
 
6 The Commission’s “input market for spectrum” includes spectrum in particular bands that is “suitable” 
for the provision of mobile telephony services.  E.g., AT&T Inc. and Dobson Communications Corp., 22 
FCC Rcd 20295, 20311 (2007) (“AT&T-Dobson”). If a proposed assignee would have, on a market-by-
market basis, a 10% or greater interest in 95 MHz, 115 MHz, 125 MHz or 145 MHz or more of cellular, 
PCS, SMR, 700 MHz, AWS-1 and Broadband Radio Service (“BRS”) spectrum, depending upon the 
availability of AWS-1 and BRS spectrum in any given market, the proposed transaction will be studied 
more closely for potential competitive harm. In re Applications of Cellco P’ship d/b/a Verizon Wireless & 
Atlantis Holdings LLC for Consent to Transfer Control of Licenses, Authorizations & Spectrum Manager 
& De Facto Transfer Leasing Arrangements & Petition for Declaratory Ruling Is Consistent with Section 
310(b)(4) of the Commc’ns Act, Memorandum Opinion and Order, 23 FCC Rcd. 17,444, 17,540-41, ¶78 
(2008). 
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Subject Licenses to Cellular South.7 
 
V. Reporting Requirements 

 
Because the Subject Licenses were obtained through competitive bidding procedures 

more than three years ago, the Parties are not subject to the document disclosure requirements 
under Section 1.2111(a) of the rules. 

 
VI. Conclusion 

 
As the application reflects, Cellular South is well-qualified to acquire, control and make 

beneficial public use of the Subject Licenses. The proposed transaction will not adversely affect 
competition in the subject markets, and will otherwise serve the public interest, convenience and 
necessity. For these reasons, Commission grant of consent for the transaction is warranted. 
 

                                                 
7  See 2000 Biennial Regulatory Review of Spectrum Aggregation Limits for Commercial Mobile Radio 
Services, 16 FCC Rcd 22,668 (2001). 


